THE CHAIR’S STATEMENT REGARDING DC GOVERNANCE:
1 SEPTEMBER 2018 – 31 AUGUST 2019
This statement is produced pursuant to Regulation 23 of the Occupational Pension Schemes (Scheme Administration)
Regulations 1996, as amended by subsequent legislation. It explains how the trustees (“the Trustees” or “we”) of the Laura
Ashley Retirement Benefits Scheme (“the Scheme”) met the governance standards that apply to occupational pension
schemes that provide money purchase benefits (i.e. Defined Contribution schemes – “DC”), such as the Scheme. This
statement covers DC benefits under the DC Section of the Scheme (“the DC Section“) and additional voluntary
contributions (“AVCs”) paid to the Scheme on a DC basis.
1.

Default arrangement

Members of the Scheme who do not make an explicit choice regarding the investment of their funds will be invested in the
default strategy arrangement chosen by the Trustees with the advice of their Investment Consultant.
The Scheme’s default investment strategy invests in pooled funds managed by Legal & General Investment Management
(“LGIM”). Members who are more than 11 years from retirement will have their savings invested entirely in the LGIM MultiAsset Fund (formerly known as the LGIM Consensus Index Fund), a multi-asset fund which invests in a globally diversified
mix of equities, bonds and alternative investments such as property.
When members are 11 years from retirement, their savings begin to gradually move from the Multi-Asset Fund into the
LGIM Over 5 Year Index-Linked Gilts Fund and the LGIM Cash Fund at a constant rate per year. When members are one
year from retirement they will have 75% of their assets in the Index-Linked Gilt Fund and 25% in the Cash Fund. This
strategy is illustrated in the chart below:

The Index-Linked Gilts fund offers some broad correlation with movements in annuity prices and therefore this strategy is
tailored towards members who will purchase an annuity and withdraw their 25% tax-free cash lump sum at retirement.
During the period covered by this Statement there have been no significant changes to the Scheme’s investment strategy
as the Trustees had no material concerns regarding the performance or suitability of the current strategy. However, the
strategy has not been formally reviewed since the inception of the Scheme on 1 September 2005 and the Trustees are
therefore aware that a review is overdue. The Trustees had intended to carry out a review over the course of 2020 (the
results of which would have been reported in the next annual Chair’s statement) but following the appointment of
Administrators to the sponsoring employer the Scheme is not expected to continue beyond the short term. Members’ DC
funds are expected to be transferred out of the Scheme.
The default arrangement is described in further detail in the Scheme’s Statement of Investment Principles (“SIP”), which
was updated to be in line with new regulatory guidance in September 2019 and signed by the Trustees in October 2019,
and a copy of which is submitted alongside this governance statement. The SIP will be reviewed a minimum of every three
years (i.e. by September 2022) or as soon as any significant developments in investment policy or member demographics
take place.
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The Trustees continually monitor the performance of the Scheme’s investments throughout the year and receive regular
performance reports from their investment managers. We are happy with the performance over the period covered by this
statement and we believe the Scheme’s investment strategy remains on track to meet our aims and objectives.
The Trustees are due to set up processes to publish relevant information on the default arrangement online and will notify
members about this in their annual benefit statements.
2.

Processing Scheme transactions

The Trustees have a specific duty to ensure that core financial transactions relating to the DC section are processed
promptly and accurately. These include the investment of contributions, transfer of assets relating to members into and out
of the Scheme, transfers of assets relating to members between different investments within the Scheme and payments
to and in respect of members.
These transactions were undertaken during the scheme year on the Trustees’ behalf by the Scheme administrator, JLT
Benefit Solutions (“JLT”), and its investment managers Legal & General Investment Management and BNY Mellon
Investment Management. The Trustees periodically reviewed the processes and controls implemented by those
organisations, and considered them to be suitably designed to achieve these objectives. The Trustees have a service level
agreement (“SLA”) in place with the Scheme administrator which covers the accuracy and timeliness of all core
transactions and received regular reports to monitor the performance against those service levels. The processes adopted
by the Scheme administrator to help meet the SLA included dynamics checklists, a central financial control team separate
to the admin team, peer checking and authorisation of payments, daily checking and reconciliation of member unit holdings,
a dedicated contribution processing team, and authoriser and releaser process for investment and bank transactions. Over
the period covered by this statement, there were no issues relating to the processing of DC transactions in respect of the
DC Section. We continue to monitor performance against the SLA on a regular basis and receive an annual Assurance
Report on Internal Controls (AAF 01/06) from JLT.
The Trustees also performed periodic assessments of methods and efficiency of the Scheme’s administrator and challenge
them in terms of their efficiency when necessary.
In light of the above, the Trustees consider that the requirement that core financial transactions are processed promptly
and accurately as specified in the Regulation 24 of the Administration Regulations (The Occupational Pension Schemes
(Scheme Administration) Regulations 1996) have been met during the scheme year.
3.

Charges and transaction costs – default arrangement and additional funds

The law requires the Trustees to disclose the charges and transactions costs borne by members with DC benefits and to
assess the extent to which those charges and costs represent good value for money for members. These transaction costs
are not limited to the ongoing charges on member funds, but should also include trading costs incurred within such funds.
We have taken account of statutory guidance when preparing this section of the report.
Transaction costs have been provided by the Scheme’s investment manager and they are calculated using slippage
methodology. That is, the transaction costs represent the difference between the expected trading price of a security within
a fund and the price at which the trade is actually executed at (as typically a trade is executed a few working days after an
order is placed). Therefore, in a buy order, for example, if the execution price is less than the expected price, a transaction
cost may be negative.
Details of the Total Expense Ratios (“TERs”) payable for each fund as well as the transaction costs within the default
arrangement are shown below. LGIM were unable to provide this data for the exact period covered by the Scheme year
as this data is calculated on a quarterly basis. The figures shown below are therefore correct for the period 1 October 2018
to 30 September 2019.
Fund

TER (%)

Transaction Cost (%)

LGIM Multi-Asset Fund

0.255

0.027

LGIM Over 5 Year Index-Linked Gilts Fund

0.100

0.069

LGIM Cash Fund

0.125

0.004
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Source: LGIM. Data shown is for the year to 30 September 2019.

This is lower than the maximum TER allowed of 0.75% for default arrangements.
The Trustees also make available a range of funds which may be chosen by members as an alternative to the default
arrangement, allowing members to take a more tailored approach to managing their own pension investments. The annual
charges and transaction costs for the available self-select funds are shown below. LGIM and BNY Mellon were unable to
provide this data for the exact period covered by the Scheme year as this data is calculated on a quarterly basis. The
figures shown below are therefore correct for the period 1 October 2018 to 30 September 2019.

Fund

TER (%)

Transaction Cost (%)

LGIM Multi-Asset Fund

0.255

0.027

LGIM Over 5 Year Index-Linked Gilts Fund

0.100

0.069

LGIM Cash Fund

0.125

0.004

LGIM UK Equity Index Fund

0.129

-0.017

BNY Mellon Real Return Fund (formerly Newton)

0.52

0.20

Source: LGIM, BNY Mellon. Data shown is for the year to 30 September 2019.

We are comfortable that the costs for the default arrangement and self-select funds for the scheme year were reasonable
both in terms of the outcomes the funds are targeting and the fees in the wider market applicable to similar investment
strategies. The Trustees note that there is not yet an industry-wide standard for comparing transaction costs and it is
therefore difficult to assess the magnitude of these costs at this moment in time. Further considerations on the impact of
these costs and charges on value for members are discussed in Section 5 of this statement,
4.

Cumulative effect of charges

We have taken account of statutory guidance when preparing this section of the report. The illustrations for the “Youngest”
member of the Scheme uses the same assumptions as the “Average” member illustrations except for the age assumption,
as explained below.
The compounding effect of charges on an active member’s fund can be illustrated as follows:
“Average” member illustrations
Default Strategy

LGIM UK Equity
Index Fund

(most popular option)
(cheapest and
highest expected
return fund)
Years from
now

LGIM Cash Fund
(lowest expected
return fund)

Equitable Life WithProfits Fund
(most expensive fund)

Before
Charges

After
Charges
and costs
deducted

Before
Charges

After
Charges
and
costs
deducted

Before
Charges

After
Charges
and costs
deducted

Before
Charges

After
Charges
and costs
deducted

1

£64,367

£64,210

£65,642

£65,562

£62,583

£62,505

£64,802

£64,148

2

£68,944

£68,623

£71,874

£71,704

£65,492

£65,333

£70,092

£68,720

3

£73,338

£72,850

£78,350

£78,077

£68,369

£68,127

£75,516

£73,359

4

£77,515

£76,860

£85,079

£84,691

£71,216

£70,888

£81,078

£78,066
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5

£81,444

£80,624

£92,070

£91,555

£74,032

£73,615

£86,780

£82,843

6

£85,095

£84,115

£99,334

£98,678

£76,818

£76,310

£92,628

£87,690

7

£88,440

£87,308

£106,881

£106,069

£79,574

£78,973

£98,623

£92,609

8

£91,457

£90,181

£114,723

£113,739

£82,300

£81,603

£104,771

£97,600

9 (retirement)

£94,124

£92,717

£122,871

£121,698

£84,997

£84,202

£111,075

£102,664

Total Fees

£1,416

£1,022

£828

£7,669

LGIM Cash Fund

Equitable Life WithProfits Fund

“Youngest” member illustrations
Default Strategy

LGIM UK Equity
Index Fund

(most popular option)
(cheapest and
highest expected
return fund)
Years from
now

(lowest expected
return fund)

(most expensive fund)

Before
Charges

After
Charges
and costs
deducted

Before
Charges

After
Charges
and
costs
deducted

Before
Charges

After
Charges
and costs
deducted

1

£64,802

£64,629

£65,642

£65,562

£62,583

£62,505

£64,802

£64,148

3

£75,516

£74,940

£78,350

£78,077

£68,369

£68,127

£75,516

£73,359

5

£86,780

£85,721

£92,070

£91,555

£74,032

£73,615

£86,780

£82,843

7

£98,623

£96,993

£106,881

£106,069

£79,574

£78,973

£98,623

£92,609

9

£109,959

£107,724

£122,871

£121,698

£84,997

£84,202

£111,075

£102,664

11

£120,121

£117,293

£140,133

£138,529

£90,305

£89,306

£124,166

£113,018

13

£128,783

£125,405

£158,769

£156,654

£95,500

£94,289

£137,930

£123,679

15

£135,669

£131,817

£178,888

£176,172

£100,583

£99,153

£152,401

£134,656

£140,578

£136,353

£200,608

£197,191

£105,558

£103,901

£167,615

£145,960

17

(retirement)

Total Fees

£4,022

£2,630

£1,789

Before
Charges

After
Charges
and costs
deducted

£18,135

It could be helpful to provide the context for the investment returns and charges presented above. If savings were not
invested at all (i.e. there were no investment returns or fees) then, according to modelling by the Scheme’s advisers, the
value of the “Average” and “Youngest” members’ pots at retirement would be £76,806 and £89,169 respectively in today’s
money.
Assumptions
The above illustrations have been produced for an “average” member based on the DC Section’s active membership
data. Illustrations have also been done for the “youngest” member of the Scheme using the same assumptions as the
“average” illustrations but using the age of the DC Section’s youngest member. The “Default Strategy” illustration assumes
the member’s asset allocation remains fully invested in the current default strategy. The individual fund illustrations assume
100% of the member’s assets are invested in that fund up to Scheme retirement age. The results are presented in real
terms, i.e. in today’s money, to help members have a better understanding of what their pension pot could buy in
today’s terms, should they invest in the funds above as shown.
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You will note that the total fee figure is lower than the difference between the pot size before and after fees. The total fee
reflects what has actually been taken from the pot to pay for the management of assets and other expenses, whereas the
difference between before and after fee pot values reflects the effect of compounding.
Age


“Average” member

56 (the average age of the Scheme’s membership)



“Youngest” member

48 (the youngest member of the Scheme)

Scheme Retirement Age

65

Starting Pot Size

£59,643 (the median pot size of the Scheme’s membership)

Starting Salary

£23,703 (the median salary of the Scheme’s membership)

Inflation

2.5% p.a.

Rate of Salary Growth

2.5% p.a.

Employer annual contributions

12% p.a. (the median rate of the Scheme’s membership)

Employee annual contributions

3% p.a. (the median rate of the Scheme’s membership)

Expected future nominal returns on investment:
Default Strategy

5.

o

LGIM Multi-Asset Fund

2.6% above inflation

o

LGIM Index-Linked Gilt Fund

1.0% below inflation

o

LGIM Cash Fund

1.1% below inflation

LGIM UK Equity Index Fund

4.0% above inflation

LGIM Cash Fund

1.1% below inflation

Equitable Life

2.6% above inflation

Value for members

No formal value for members assessment has been carried out over the reporting period. This was for a number of reasons.
The Trustees have a good understanding of the membership demographics of the Scheme and as such have formed,
through previous years; assessments of value for members, a view as to what good member outcomes should look like
for the Scheme’s members in aggregate. We understand that value for members does not necessarily mean selecting the
cheapest offer and in our ongoing reviews of value for members we have considered many factors including quality of
customer service, member communications and support, the efficiency of administration services, the robustness of
scheme governance, fund management and performance of the funds.
With this in mind, the Trustees have previously assessed the costs and charges disclosed above and we were satisfied
that we had negotiated a good deal for members and that the stated explicit charges for the Scheme’s funds represented
good value for members in the context of the outcomes targeted by such funds and the current market rates for similar
investments levied on members of schemes with a similar membership profile. The Scheme’s assets are predominantly
invested in passive funds managed by LGIM, who we believe to be an industry leader for providing low cost index tracking
funds. We believe the fees for these funds disclosed above remain competitive and fall well below the statutory charge cap
of 0.75% p.a.
As a result, the Trustees concluded that a full formal review of value for members was not required during the scheme year
and instead adopted an approach of assessing whether there had been any material changes in respect of the fund charges
and transaction costs incurred by members, or the other factors mentioned above; and whether there had been any
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material changes in relation to those funds relative to the marketplace. In the absence of such changes, the Trustees
concluded that the funds represented good value for members in respect of the scheme year.
The Trustees are due to set up processes to publish relevant information on the costs and charges of the default
arrangement and self-select funds online and will notify members about this in their annual benefit statements.
6.

Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs)

The Trustees also make available a facility to members to pay in additional contributions to boost Defined Benefit section
benefits. The AVC arrangements are reviewed at the same time as the review of the main Scheme benefits. The facility is
provided via LGIM and Equitable Life and below is a list of the available funds together with associated fees. LGIM and
Equitable Life were unable to provide this data for the exact period covered by the Scheme year as this data is calculated
on a quarterly basis. The figures for the LGIM funds shown below are correct for the period 1 October 2018 to 30 September
2019 and the figures for Equitable Life are for the period 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019.
Fund

TER (% p.a.)

Transaction Cost (% p.a.)

LGIM Global Equity 50:50 Index Fund (GBP Hedged)

0.193

0.022

LGIM Global Equity 50:50 Index Fund (Unhedged)

0.180

-0.004

LGIM All Stock Index-Linked Gilts Fund

0.100

0.066

LGIM Cash Fund

0.125

0.004

Equitable Life With-Profits Fund*

1.000

0.063

Source: Investment managers. Data shown is for the year to 30 September 2019. *Equitable Life data shown as at 30 June 2019.

Note that, following the acquisition of Equitable Life by Utmost Life and Pensions, the Trustees are aware that the assets
held in the Equitable Life With-Profits Fund were to be transferred to Utmost in January 2020.
7.

Trustees’ knowledge and understanding

Sections 247 and 248 of the Pensions Act 2004 set out the requirement for trustees to have appropriate knowledge and
understanding of the law relating to pensions and trusts, the funding of occupational pension schemes, investment of
Scheme assets and other matters to enable them to exercise their functions as trustees properly. This requirement is
underpinned by guidance in the Pension Regulator’s Codes of Practice 07 and 13.
The Trustees have put in place arrangements for ensuring that we take personal responsibility for keeping ourselves upto-date with relevant developments. Over the scheme year, the Trustees have received training on Trustees’ duties,
responsibilities and powers under the Trust deed and rules, the powers of the Pensions Regulator and the requirements of
the new data protection regulations. In addition, the Trustees received advice from professional advisors (and appointed
new legal advisers), and the relevant skills and experience of those advisors was a key criterion when evaluating advisor
performance or selecting new advisors. The Trustees also included legislative updates on the agenda for each of our
meetings; 5 Trustee meetings were held over the course of the scheme year.
The Trustees did not review the Statement of Investment Principles (SIP) during the scheme year, but carried out a review
in September 2019. Following the review, the SIP was updated for new regulatory guidance around Environmental, Social
and Governance (“ESG”) factors and DC default arrangements; the updated SIP was subsequently signed by the Trustees
in October 2019. The Trustees have also received training on their investment duties in respect of ESG matters and this
was incorporated into the September 2019 review of the SIP. The Trustees therefore believe they have demonstrated a
working knowledge of the SIP over the period covered by this statement.
All of the existing Trustees have completed or are in the process of completing the Pensions Regulator’s Trustee Toolkit
and new Trustees are required to complete this in its entirety after taking up office. All the Trustees are also required to
familiarise themselves with the Scheme’s trust deed, rules and Statement of Investment Principles. The Trustee board also
includes an experienced professional independent trustee who has familiarised themselves with these relevant documents
to ensure they have adequate knowledge of the Scheme.
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Taking account of actions taken individually and as a Trustee body during the scheme year, as described above, and the
professional advice available to us, the Trustees consider that we were enabled properly to exercise our functions as
Trustees of the Scheme by understanding the law and risks relevant to the Scheme and seeking advice where appropriate
and by challenging that advice.
In addition, we believe that knowledge and understanding should also be extended to awareness of member demographics
and member behaviour otherwise trustees cannot be certain that a scheme remains fit for purpose. That was taken into
account by the Trustees during the scheme year.
Given the extent of the training above, the Trustees are comfortable that we have demonstrated sufficient knowledge of
the law relating to pension schemes and trusts and the principles relating to the funding and investment of pension
schemes. I am also satisfied that the Trustees have demonstrated a working knowledge of the Scheme’s trust deed and
rules, Statement of Investment Principles and all other documents setting out the Trustees’ current policies.
The Chairman’s statement regarding DC governance was approved by the Trustees and signed on their behalf by:

Mr D. Visavadia
Chair of the Trustees
Date: 31st March 2020
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1 INTRODUCTION

This Statement of Investment Principles ("the Statement") has been prepared by the Trustees of the Laura
Ashley Retirement Benefits Scheme - Defined Contribution Section ("the Scheme") in accordance with
Section 35 of the Pensions Act 1995, as amended, and its attendant Regulations.

All information contained in the Statement refers to the Defined Contribution (DC) section of the Scheme only.
For information on the Defined Benefit (DB) section, please refer to the Scheme's separate DB SIP.
The Statement outlines the principles governing the investment policy of the Scheme and the
activities undertaken by the Trustees to ensure the effective implementation of these principles.
In preparing the Statement, the Trustees have:

•

Obtained and considered written advice from a suitably qualified individual, employed by its investment
consultants JLT Benefit Solutions Limited (JLT, which is a part of Mercer, a Marsh & Mclennan
Company}, whom they believe to have a degree of knowledge and experience that is appropriate for the
management of the Scheme's investments; and

•

Consulted with the Sponsoring Employer, although the Trustees affirm that no aspect of this
strategy is restricted by any requirement to obtain the consent of the Sponsoring Employer.

The advice and the consultation process considered the suitability of the Trustees' investment policy for the
Scheme.

The Trustees will review the Statement formally at least every three years to ensure its ongoing suitability.
Furthermore, the Trustees will review the Statement following any significant change in investment policy.
Any changes made to the Statement will be based on written advice from a suitably qualified individual and
will follow consultation with the Sponsoring Employer.
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2 INVESTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
2.1 Trustees' Duties and Responsibilities
The Trustees are responsible for setting the investment objectives and determining the strategy to achieve the
objectives. They carry out their duties and fulfil their responsibilities as a single body. The Trustee body is not so
large as to be unwieldy in its operations. Sub-committees may be formed from time to time to examine specific
issues.
The duties and responsibilities of the Trustees include, but are not limited to, the following tasks and activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Setting of investment objectives and formulating investment strategy, including the default strategy
Selecting a list of self-select funds from which members may choose to invest
The regular approval of the content of the Statement
The appointment and review of the investment managers and investment advisers
The compliance of the investment arrangements with the principles set out in the Statement

2.2 Investment Adviser's Duties and Responsibilities
The Trustees have appointed JLT as the investment adviser to the Scheme. JLT provides advice as and when the
Trustees require it, as well as raising any investment-related issues, of which it believes the Trustees should be
aware. Matters on which JLT expects to provide advice to the Trustees include the following:
•

Setting of investment objectives

•
•

Determining investment strategy and structure of the default strategy
Advising on appropriate member fund choices

•

Selecting and replacing investment managers

In considering appropriate investments for the Scheme, the Trustees will obtain and consider written advice from
JLT, whom the Trustees believe to be suitability qualified to provide such advice. The advice received and
arrangements implemented are, in the Trustees' opinion, consistent with the requirements of Section 36 of the
Pensions Act 1995, as amended.

JLT monitors the performance of the Scheme's investment managers against their benchmarks. Section 2.3
describes the responsibilities of the investment managers to the Scheme.
JLTwill also advise the Trustees of any significant developments of which it is aware relating to the investment
managers, or funds managed by the investment managers in which the Scheme is invested, such that in its view
there exists a significant concern that any of these funds will not be able to meet their long-term objectives. If the
investment manager and fund are not covered by JLT's manager research process, JLTwill advise the Trustees
accordingly.

Both JLT and the individual investment consultants who advise the Trustees are authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA").

2.3 Investment Managers' Duties and Responsibilities
The Trustees, after considering appropriate investment advice, have appointed Legal & General Investment
Management ("LGIM") and Newton Investment Management as the Investment Managers to the DC section of the
Scheme.
Details of the pooled funds offered by the investment manager and the basis of the contract between them and
the Trustees are set out in Appendix 1.
The Trustees considered a range of active and passive approaches to investment management and assessed
these against their investment objectives. The Trustees selected their investment managers having regard to their
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ability to provide one or more of the identified fund types and their potential to meet the investment
objectives of the Scheme. Before selecting any investment manager, the Trustees ensure that appropriate
due diligence is carried out.
The investment manager is responsible for all decisions concerning the selection and de-selection of the
individual stocks within the portfolios they manage. In the case of multi-asset and multi-manager mandates,
the investment managers are responsible for all decisions concerning the allocation to individual asset
classes and to the underlying investment managers, as well as changes in the allocations to individual asset
classes and to the underlying investment managers.

All of the investment managers engaged by the Trustees are authorised and regulated by the Prudential
Regulation Authority ("PRA"), the FCA or both.
The underlying investment managers are remunerated by ad valorem charges based on the value of the
assets that they manage on behalf of the Scheme. These charges are set out in Appendix 1. The Trustees
believe that this is the most appropriate basis for remunerating managers.

2.4 Summary of Responsibilities
A summary of the responsibilities of all relevant parties, insofar as they relate to the Scheme's investments,
is set out in Appendix 2.
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3 INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

3.1 Overall Investment Objectives
The Trustees' objectives are to provide members with an investment strategy aligned to the needs of
their members that will optimise the return on investments in order to build up a savings pot which will
be used in retirement.
The Trustees are mindful of their responsibility to provide members with an appropriate range of investment
funds and a suitable default strategy. They recognise that in a defined contribution arrangement, members
assume the investment risks themselves and that members are exposed to different types of risk at different
stages of their working lifetimes.
Details of the approach the Trustees have taken to meet these investment objectives are set out in this
Section and also in Section 4.

The Trustees have determined their investment policy in such a way as to address the risks set out in Section
6 of this Statement. To help mitigate the most significant of the risks, the Trustees have:
•

Made a lifestyle strategy available as a default solution, which transitions members' investments from
higher risk investments to lower risk investments as members approach retirement, and

•

Offered a range of self-select funds across various asset classes.

When deciding on the investment options available to members, the Trustees took into account the
expected return on such investments and were mindful to offer a range of funds with varying levels of
expected returns for members to choose from. The Trustees have also considered the balance between
different funds and asset classes used in the default strategy to ensure an appropriate level of
diversification and to create a strategy that they believe will maximise member outcomes.
When it comes to realisation of investments, the Trustees consider the impact of transaction costs before
making any changes.
The Trustees will review the investment approach from time to time, and make changes as and when
it is considered to be appropriate.
The items set out in this Statement are in relation to what the Trustees deem as 'financially material
considerations' both for the default strategy and the self-select options. The Trustees believe the appropriate
time horizon for which to assess these considerations should be viewed at the overall membership level.
This will be dependent on the members' age and when they expect to retire. It is for this reason that the
default is a lifestyle strategy {see Section 4).

3.2 Self-Select Fund Choices
To balance the investment needs of members, the Trustees offer a range of self-select funds alongside the
default investment strategy. Members can opt out of the default strategy as they have the option to invest in
self• select funds. The range of investment options cover multiple asset classes and provide appropriate
strategic choices for members' different savings objectives, risk profiles and time horizons.
When self-selecting, the balance between funds and asset classes is the member's decision. This balance
will determine the expected return on a member's assets and should be related to the member's own risk
appetite and tolerance.
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The Trustees have made the following 5 funds available for self-selecting:
•

LGIM Multi-Asset Fund

•

LGIM Over 5 Year Index-Linked Gilts Fund

•

LGIM Cash Fund

•

LGIM UK Equity Index Fund

•

Newton Real Return Fund

Further details on these funds can be found in Appendix 1.
The Trustees will continue to keep the fund range under review, and will make changes if appropriate.

3.3 Types of Investments to be Held
The Trustees are permitted to invest across a wide range of asset classes. The majority of funds used in
the Scheme are passively managed but active management is utilised for particular asset classes such as

cash and diversified growth. The current default uses a passive multi-asset fund, a passive index-linked
gilts fund, and an actively managed cash fund.

All of the funds in which the Scheme invests are pooled and unitised. Details of each fund can be found in
Appendix 1.

3.4 Additional Voluntary Contributions
The Scheme provides a facility for members to pay additional voluntary contributions to enhance their
benefits at retirement. Members are offered the opportunity to invest additional contributions in the same
way as the main scheme investments.
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4 DEFAULT INVESTMENT STRATEGY

4.1 Aims and Objectives
The lifestyle strategy operates as a default if a member does not wish to make their own selection of funds,
and is designed to be appropriate for a typical member of the Scheme.
The Trustees have assumed responsibility for setting the default investment strategy that provides a broad
level of protection against the key risks identified in Section 6. This is achieved using a lifestyle arrangement,
whereby assets are moved into less risky investments as members approach their selected retirement age.
Members can opt out of the default strategy, and invest in any fund made available in the self-select fund
range as described in Sections 3.2.
When deciding on the funds to be used in the default arrangement, the Trustees took into account the
expected return on such investments. The Trustees have also considered the balance between different
funds and asset classes used in the default strategy to ensure an appropriate level of diversification and to
create a strategy that they believe will maximise member outcomes.

4.2 The Default Lifestyle Strategy
The Trustees have assumed responsibility for setting an investment strategy that provides a broad
level of protection against the key risks identified in section 3. This is achieved by using a Lifestyle
Strategy.

The default strategy is designed after careful analysis of the membership demographics and other
characteristics in order to offer a suitable approach that is tailored to the needs of the Scheme's members.
The Trustees will review the default investment strategy at least every three years or after significant
changes to the Scheme's demographic profile.
The Scheme's default investment strategy invests in pooled.funds managed by Legal & General Investment
Managers (LGIM). Members who are more than 11 years from retirement will have their savings invested
entirely in the LGIM Multi-Asset Fund (formerly known as the LGIM Consensus Index Fund), a multi-asset
fund which invests in a diversified mix of equity, bonds and alternative investments such as property.
When members are 11 years from retirement, their savings begin to gradually move from the Multi-Asset
Fund into an Index-Linked Gilts Fund and a Cash Fund, which are also managed by LGIM.
When members are one year from retirement they will have 75% of their assets in the Index-Linked Gilts
Fund and 25% in the Cash Fund. This strategy can be depicted in the chart below:
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This strategy is therefore tailored towards members who will withdraw their 25% tax-free lump sum and
purchase an annuity with their remaining savings once they reach retirement.
Taking into account the demographics of the Scheme's membership and the Trustees' views of how the
membership will behave at retirement, the Trustees believe that the current default is appropriate. The
Trustees will continue to review this over time, at least triennially, or after any significant changes to the
Scheme's demographic, if sooner.
The objectives set out above and the risks and other factors referenced in this Statement are those that the
Trustees consider to be financially material considerations in relation to the default investment strategy. The
Trustees believe that the appropriate time horizon within which to assess these considerations should be
viewed at the membership level. This will be dependent on the members' age and when they expect to
retire.

4.3 Members' Best Interests
The Trustees will carry out in-depth investment review triennially or following any significant change in
membership, covering not only the performance of the default strategy, but also its design to ensure
that it continues to remain appropriate for the membership profile. This is in addition to more regular
performance monitoring, which takes place quarterly. The Trustees strive to ensure the strategy
evolves in line with the Scheme's membership characteristics in order to ensure that assets are
invested in the best interests of the members in the default investment strategy.
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5 RESPONSIBLE INVESTING
5.1 Financially Material Considerations
The Trustees understand that they must aim to consider all factors that have the ability to impact the financial
performance of the Scheme's investments over the appropriate time horizon. This includes, but is not limited to,
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors.
The Trustees recognise that ESG factors, such as climate change, can influence the investment performance of
the Scheme's portfolio and it is therefore in members' and the Scheme's best interests that these factors are
taken into account within the investment process.
As noted earlier, the Scheme's assets are invested in pooled funds. The Trustees accept the fact that they have
very limited ability to influence the ESG policies and practices of the companies in which their managers invest.
The Trustees will therefore rely on the policies and judgement of their investment managers.
Therefore, the Trustees will work with their investment advisers to help select the investment managers that have
passed the initial ESG screening. ESG screening will involve some of the following activities, but is not limited to:
ensuring the managers are signatories to UNPRI, reviewing the managers' own ESG policies, investigating the
extent to which these policies are integrated into their standard procedures of investment research and analysis
etc.

The Trustees will continue to review the available products and approaches in this space and strive for the
Scheme to continue to deliver strong risk-adjusted returns, incorporating responsible investments principles into
the process. where possible.

5.2 Non-Financial Considerations
The Trustees will only consider factors that are expected to have a financial impact on the Scheme's investments.
Non-financial considerations, such as ethical views, will be left to the discretion of the investment manager.
However the Trustees believe that they have a good understanding of membership demographics, behaviours
and preferences and, where appropriate, strive to provide a fund range that meets both financial and non•
financially relevant member needs

5.3 Stewardship Policy
As the Scheme invests in pooled funds, the Trustees' scope to vote on the Scheme's shares directly is currently
limited. The Trustees have therefore concluded that the decision on how to exercise voting rights should be left
with its investment managers, who will exercise these rights in accordance with their respective published
corporate governance policies (which are reviewed by the Trustees on an annual basis). These policies, which
are provided to the Trustees from time to time, take into account the financial interests of shareholders and should
be for the Scheme's benefit.
The Trustees are supportive of the UK Stewardship Code published by the Financial Reporting Council and
encourage the Scheme's underlying managers who are regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority to comply
with the UK Stewardship Code. Such managers are expected to report on their adherence to the Code on an
annual basis. For managers that choose not to comply with any of the principles in the UK Stewardship Code, or
not to follow the guidance at all, the Trustees will request a clear rationale from the managers on their alternative
approach to stewardship.
Where the Trustees are specifically invited to vote on a matter relating to corporate policy, the Trustees will
exercise its right in accordance with what it believes to be the best interests of the majority of the Scheme's
membership.
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The Trustees will monitor the performance, strategy, risks, ESG policies and corporate governance of
the investment managers on an ongoing basis. If the Trustees have any concerns, they will raise them
with the respective managers, verbally or in writing.

5.4 Member Views
The Trustees do not explicitly take account of member views when selecting investments for the
Scheme. However, the Trustees are committed to reviewing this policy on an ongoing basis.
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6 RISK
The Trustees are aware, and seek to take account, of a number of risks in relation to the Scheme's
investments, including those set out below. Under the Pensions Act 2004, the Trustees are required to state
their policy regarding the ways in which risks are to be measured and managed
The Trustees recognise that in a defined contribution money purchase arrangement, members assume
the investment risks themselves and members are exposed to different types of risk at different stages
of their working lifetimes.
Broadly speaking, the main types of investment risk can be identified are as follows:

Type of
Risk

Risk

Description

Inflation Risk

The risk that a member's investments
will not grow quickly enough to
sufficiently outpace inflation (the cost of
livinq).

Currency
Risk

This is the risk that occurs when the price
of one currency moves relative to
another (reference) currency. In the
context of a UK pension scheme, the
scheme may be invested in overseas
stocks or assets, which are either directly
or indirectly linked to a currency other
than Sterling. There is a risk that the
price of that overseas currency will move
in such a way that devalues that
currency relative to Sterling, thus
negatively impacting the overall
investment return.

How is the risk monitored and
managed?

The Trustees make available a
range of funds across various asset
classes, with the majority expected
to keep pace with inflation.
Members are able to set their own
investment allocations, in line with
their risk tolerances.
The default strategy is designed with

1-------+-------------------1 the intention of diversifying these
risks
Credit Risk

Other Price
Risk

Environmental and
social and
governance
("ESG") risks

This is the risk that one party to a
financial instrument will cause a financial
loss for the other party by failing to
discharge an
obligation.

to reach a level of risk deemed
appropriate given the objectives.
This is set with the advice from the
investment adviser.

This is the risk that principally arises
in relation
seeking
to the
return
invests
in equities,
portfolio, which
equities in pooled funds, equity futures,
hedge funds,
equity
and
private
property.
This is the risk that ESG
concerns, including climate
change, have a

financially material impact on the return
of

Where applicable

be considered in the investment

these factors will

process
the Scheme's assets.

but is considered the responsibility of
the investment manager.

These risk factors can have a significant
Please see Section 5 for the
Trustees' effect on the long-term performance of the
responsible investment
statement. assets the Scheme holds.
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Pension Conversion
Risk

Manager risk

This is the risk where assets are
invested to target a specific retirement
objective which differs from how
members are expected to use their pots
at retirement.

This is assessed as the expected
deviation of the prospective risk and
return, as set out in the managers'
objectives, relative to the investment
policy.

The default is a lifestyle strategy
which automatically switches
member assets into investments
whose value
is expected to be less volatile on an
absolute basis. The Trustees
believe this strategy targets the
retirement outcome that is most
suitable for the Scheme's
It is measured by monitoring the
actual deviation of returns relative
to the objective and factors
supporting the manager's
investment process through the
quarterly performance updates
provided by the investment
manager.

Liquidity risk

The risk that the Scheme's assets
cannot be realised at short notice in line
with member or Trustees' demand.

As far as is practicable and
necessary, the Trustees invest
in liquid assets that can be
quickly realised as required.
It is managed by investing only in
readily realisable pooled funds
that can be bought and sold on a
daily basis.
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RISK

7 MONITORING OF INVESTMENT
ADVISER AND MANAGERS
7.1 Investment Adviser
The Trustees continually assess and reviews the performance of its adviser in a qualitative way.

7.2 Investment Managers
The Trustees receive regular reports from the individual investment managers outlining the
performance and valuation of the Scheme's investments.
JLTwill advise the Trustees of any significant developments of which it is aware relating to the underlying
investment managers, or funds managed by the underlying investment managers in which the assets of the
Scheme are invested, such that in JLT's view there exists a significant concern that these funds will not be
able to meet their long-term objectives.

The Trustees also monitor the stewardship track record of the Scheme's underlying investment managers
on an annual basis and will take action if this is found inconsistent with appropriate long-term return
generation.
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8 CODE OF BEST PRACTICE

The Pensions Regulator has published a new code on standards for DC schemes and this came into effect in
November 2013 as part of a wider initiative to get DC right. This was updated further on 28 July 2016 and this
revised version is shorter and simpler than its predecessor and has been updated to include the DC flexibilities
and governance legislation introduced from April 2015.
The Code of Practice 13 on the governance and administration of occupational DC trust based schemes places
bigger than ever emphasis on good quality investment arrangements and stricter requirements for reviewing these
on the Trustee. Particular attention has to be paid to the design of default strategies and on-going monitoring of
their continuing suitability for scheme membership. The Code can be found here:
https ://www. thepens ionsreq u lator. gov. uk/en/docume nt-1 ibra ry/codes-of-practice/code-1 3-qoverna nce-and•
adm in istration-of-occupational-trust-based-schemes-providi nq-money-p urchase

When formulating their investment policy, the Trustees have acted in line with the Code of Practice 13.
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9 COMPLIANCE

The Scheme's Statement of Investment Principles is available to members online.
A copy of the Scheme's current Statement plus Appendices is also supplied to the Sponsoring Employer, the
Scheme's investment managers, auditors and administrators.
This Statement of Investment Principles, taken as a whole with the Appendices was approved by the Trustees
on
Signed on behalf of the Trustees
by
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APPENDIX 1: INVESTMENT MANAGER
INFORMATION AND DEFAULT
LIFESTYLE STRATEGY
For members who are invested in the default lifestyle strategy the following table sets out the switches
between the funds that will be carried out on a member's behalf up to their retirement date:
Default Lifestyle Strategy

Years to TRA*

LGIM Multi-Asset Fund

LGIM Over 5 Year IndexLinked Gilts Fund

LGIM Cash Fund

+11

100%

0%

0%

10

90%

7.5%

2.5%

9

80%

15%

5%

8

70%

22.5%

7.5%

7

60%

30%

10%

6

50%

37.5%

12.5%

5

40%

45%

15%

4

30%

52.5%

17.5%

3

20%

60%

20%

2

10%

67.5%

22.5%

0%

75%

25%

0%

75%

25%

0
*Target Retirement Age

The Trustees will monitor the suitability of the funds used on an ongoing basis and make changes as
they consider appropriate.
The table overleaf shows the details of the investments held, along with their Total Expense Ratios
(TERs), calculated with additional expenses correct as at 31 August 2018.
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Default Strategy Funds

I

Manager I Fund

Benchmark
.

d

t

Objective
t

To provide long-term investment growth through

LGIM

ABI

Multi-Asset Fund

40-85% Shares Sector exposure to a diversified range of asset classes,
excluding physical property.

LGIM

FTSE Actuaries UK IndexLinked Gilts Over 5 Years To track the performance of the benchmark to
Index
within +/-0.25% p.a. for two years out of three.

Over 5 Year Index•
Linked Gilts Fund

LGIM
Cash Fund

e I nve men
s
M rx

LIBID 7 Day GBP

TER (% p.a.)

0.250

0.100

To perform in line with the benchmark, without
incurring excessive risk.

0.125

Self-Select Funds

Manager I Fund

LGIM

Benchmark

Objective

TER (% p.a.)

. d
t
t To provide long-term investment growth through
ABI M rxe I nves men
0.250

Multi-Asset Fund

40-85% Shares Sector exposure to a diversified range of asset classes,
excluding physical property.

LGIM

FTSE Actuaries UK IndexLinked Gilts Over 5 Years To track the performance of the benchmark to
Index
within +/-0.25% p.a. for two years out of three.

0.100

LIBID 7 Day GBP

To perform in line with the benchmark, without
incurring excessive risk.

0.125

UK Equity Index
Fund

FTSE All Share Index

To track the performance of the benchmark

0.100

Newton

1 month GBP LIBOR

To outperform the benchmark by +4% p.a. gross
of fees over 5 years

0.350*

Over 5 Year Index•
Linked Gilts Fund

LGIM
Cash Fund

LGIM

Real Return Fund

"Excludmq performance fee
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Realisation of Investments
The funds are daily-dealt pooled investment arrangements, with assets mainly invested in regulated markets,
and therefore should be realisable at short notice, based on either Trustees or member demand. The
selection, retention and realisation of investments within the pooled arrangements are the responsibility of the
relevant investment manager.
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APPENDIX 2: RESPONSIBILITIES OF
PARTIES
Trustees
The Trustees' responsibilities include the following:
•

•
•

Reviewing at least triennially and more frequently if necessary, the content of this Statement in
consultation with the Investment Adviser and modifying it if deemed appropriate
Selecting the Investment Managers
Assessing the quality of the performance and processes of the Investment Managers by means of
regular reviews of investment returns and other relevant information, in consultation with the

•
•
•

Investment Adviser
Consulting with the Sponsoring Employer regarding any proposed amendments to this Statement
Monitoring compliance of the investment arrangements with this Statement on a continuing basis
Publishing this Statement on a publically available website and informing members of the location

Investment Adviser
The Investment Adviser's responsibilities include the following:
•
•

Participating with the Trustees in reviews of the Statement of Investment Principles
Advising of any significant developments of which it is aware relating to the investment managers, or
funds managed by the investment managers in which the Scheme is invested, such that in its view
there is a significant concern that any of these funds will not be able to meet its long term objectives.

•

Updating the Trustees on changes in the investment environment, and advising the Trustees, at their
request, on how such changes could present either opportunities or problems for the Scheme

•

Undertaking project work, as requested, including:
Reviews of the default strategy, white labelled funds and fund range; and
Research into and reviews of Investment Managers.

•

Advising on the selection of new managers and/or custodians

Investment Managers
The Investment Manager's responsibilities include the following:
•

Providing the Trustees on a quarterly basis (or as frequently as required) with a statement and valuation
of the assets and a report on their actions and future intentions, and any changes to the processes
applied to their portfolios

•

Informing the Trustees of any changes in the internal performance objectives and guidelines of any
pooled fund in which the Scheme is directly invested as and when they occur

•

Having regard to the need for diversification of investments, so far as appropriate for the particular
mandate, and to the suitability of investments
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